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Studies in the'Lerning Otiences is a series of"major papers. by scien-

tists participating in the InternatiNfal Learning Sciences Programme (CERI -

OECD) on the research. questions with wbti.ch this programme is mainly
ccncerned:

1. Cognitive effect.s_of scholarisation

2. Scholarisation and vocial strategies: (educational and economic
behaviour)

Genetic sociology: (Symbolic systems and early socialisation)

4. Non-verbatim learning and memory

5. Experimental ethnography:'(literacy and latealisation)

6. The problem of serial order in behaviour: (ethology and

linguistics)

7. Theoretical models of behaviour development

The' papers are published simultaneously in English and French in an

effort to bring the most productive thinking in the learning sciences to

the attention of a larger public.
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I 811'411 examine some IF the assumptions and the.cultural context of
_

a particular. form of pre - school /infant' school: A form which has P.
.

. ,at least the following characteristi6s: . . -,
,

1. Where the control of the teacher over the child 1.\impliciit
.

.1 % 1

. 0

.
7

. rather than.explicit. .
? .... t, r--.,

.

2. Where, ideally, the teacher arranges -hie context which the child

is expected to rearrange and'explore '

3. Where within this arranged context the child apparently has

wide powers over what he selects, over how-ht_structUat,. and

over the time scale of his activities.. -.

4. Where the child appayeAtliregulates his own movements and social

relationships.

i5. "Where :there. s a
.

reduced emphasis upon the transmission and

acquisition of specific skills (see Note ,I)

6. Where the criterib. for evaluating the pedagogy are multiple and

diffuse and-so not easily measured.

Inyisible Pedagogy and Infant Education

One can characterisethis pedagogy as an.invisible pedagogy. In,

terms of the concepts of classification and frame, the pedagogy is realised

through weak classification and weak frames(1). Visible pedagogies,art

realised through, strong classification and strong frames: The basic

difference between visible and invisible peglagogies is in the manner in

. which crippria are transmuted and in the degree of specificity of 'the

criteria. The more implrbit the manner of transmission and the more

diffusethe,criteris the more invisible the pedagogy; the more specific

the criteria, the more explicit the manner of their transmission, the more

visible the peagogyr These definitions will be extended Late' in the

paper.

If the pedagogy is invisible, what aspects of the child have high

visibility for'the teacher? I suggest two aspects. The first arises out

of An inference the teacher makes from the child's ongoing behaviour about

the developmental stage-of the child., This, inference is then referred to

a. concept of readiness., The. second aspect of the child refers to his

[

-[

[

. .

i 1) B. Bernstein, "On the Classification and Framing bf Educational
......

Knowledge", in: Class, Codes and Control I (London, 1971)

. .-6
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external behaviour and is conceptualised` by the teacher .as. busyness.. Then

child should b4 busyCaoing things. 'These innex. (readiness) and outer ;

(busyness) ) aspeats of the child can be transformed one, concept of
-"ready to do". .The teacher ilfers from "doing" ,the state of "readiness"
of the 'child as it ig in his pre'sent acti;v4ity.and as this state
adumbrates future. "doing". .

We can briefly note in passing a- point which wil,1 be developed later.
...

in the s'ame way as the child's reading release-N.the child from the teacher
and socialiseq him into the privatised solitary learning of:an explicit
anonymous past ci.e. the textbook), so bilsy children children doing),
releases the child from the teacher but socialises* him into an ongoing
inter-actional present in whicl the past is invisible and so implicit
(i.e.- the -teachers' pedagogical theory). Thus a non-doing child in the
invisible pedagogy i1 the equiv.alent of a non-r eading child in the visible
pedagogy.. (Howeate;, a non-reading child ma' rie at a greater, disadvantage
and experience greater difficulty than a "non-doing" child. ).

The concept basic to *the invisible .?edagog is that of playtylhis
is not the place' to submit this concept to logical analysis., but a few
points"- may be noted. sr

1 Play 'is the means by which the child exteriorises himself to the'
teacher. Thus the more he, plays and the greater ,the _range of hii actin=
ities, the more the child is made available to' the. teacher's screen,- ,

ing. Thus,,play is the fundamental concept with ".readiness" and "doing"
as subordinate concepts. Although not alp forms of doing are considered
as play4(hirtilig another child, for exaniple).mcst forms can be so
characterised.

0 zt

2. Play does nk.)t merely describe an activity: it also contains an evalua-
tion of that activity. Thu's, there is 'productive and less productive
play, .obseasiona.1 and free-rang play, solitary and social play. Play
is not on)..y ah activity, it entails a theory from which interpre'tation,
'evaluation and diagnosis are derived .and which also indicates a pro-
gression. A thrry which the child can never know in the way a child,
can. know the criteria which is realised in visible pedagogy. Play implies
e. potentially all-embracing the-ory, for it covers nearly.all if not all'
the child's doing and not doing. As a consequence, a very long chain
inference has to be4 set up to connect the the'ory with any one examplar

( a "doing" o a "not doing"): The theory gives rise, to -A- total - but in -'
visible - survallance of the child, because it relates. his-inner aibpo-
sitkon to all his external acts. The "spontaneity" of the child is 'fil-
tered throllgn this surveillance Ad then implicitly shake'd according _to
interpretation, evaluation and diagn'osis.

, .

7 .
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ioth the deans and ends of play are multiple and change with time.

Because of stimuli,must be, on the whole, .highly abstract,'

availagle'to.be contextualised.by tile child; and so the unique doing of

each chald,is facilitated. ,Indeed, plays encourages each child to make his

4,0n mark. Sometimes, however, thb stimulus may be very pal. pabLa when the

,child is invited to feel a,leaf, or pie4 of velour, btit what is expected,

-is,a unique resporise of the child to his own sensation. What id the Code

for reading the marks; a codetne child can never knqw; but implicitly

acwires. How does-he do this?

4. The social basis of this theory of play is not an indifidualised act,
.

.

but a personaliSed acct;: not strongly,framed, but weakly framed encounters.

Its social structure may be characterised as one'oovert personalised

organic solidarity, but covert mechanical solidarity.. Visible pddagogies

Create social Structures which may be characterised as covert individual-
,.

ised organic solidarity and overt .mechanical. solidarity. (See later,

discussion.)

5. In essence, play is work and work is play. We can begin to see here

the class origins of the theory. For the working class, work anilplay are

veryfstxongly classified andframed; for certain sub4groups of the middle.'

class, work And play are weakly classified anti Ikeaklymed. For these

1 '; sub-groups, no ttri!ct sine -may be drawn between-work and play. Work .

carries what is often cOjed ".intrinsic" satisfactions, and therefore is

snot confined to one ctniext., However, from anOther point of view, work

. offers the opportunity of symbolic narcissism which combines inner'

. pleaSurcandbuterlprestige. Work fot certain sub=groups c the middle
0-*

class is a personalised act in'a privatisedsocial structure. These points

14,11 be developed-later.. -
a

Theories of Learning and Invisible Pedagogy-

31e.are now in a position to analyse the principles underlying the
, ..

selection of theories of learning_whicifinvisible pre-school/infant school

'pedagogies will adopt. Such pedagogies will adopt'any theory of learning' ;-.5'

which has the fofioWing characteristics. ,

.

, % ,

I. The theories in general will be seeking universals and thus are like-

ly to be developmental and concerned with sequence. ,A particular context;
..

of learning is only of interest inta6.much as it throws light on a
:

sequence. Sugh theories are likely to have a strong biological basis.

,.2. Learning is a tacit, invisible act, its progression is not facili-

tatedtated by.explicit public .control: . . .

,.3. The theories will'tend to abstract the chifals personal tiegraphy
.

and local context fromihis'culthral biography and institutional context.

a

11
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- 4. In a sense, the theordes see.socialiseras potentially, if not

actually, -dangerous, as they embody an adult focused,' therefore- reif.Aed.
V. _!

.concept of the socialised. Exemplary models are relatively unimportant

and so the various theories in different ways point tbwards-dmnlicit

rather than explicit hierarchical social relationships;. Indeed, the'iM-
.

posing exemplar is transformed into a facilitator.

5. Thus the theories Can be seen as interrupters of cultural reproduction

and.therefore hav ebeen considered by some as progressive or even reiolu-
, . 0

tionary. Notions of child's time replace notions of adult's time,. notions

of child's space replace notions of adult's space;

imposition and accomedation replaces 'domination.
4

We now give .a group of theories, which despite

fill at a most abstract level all or nearly' all of the five condition's`

given previously: .

facAlitation replaces

many differences ful-

Piaget 1 2 3 4. 5,

Pseud 1 2 '3 4 5

'Chomsky. ,1 2 3 4 5

Ethological
theories of
critical learning 1 2 4 5 .

.
.

.

Gestalt 2 3' 4 5
, :.-

.What is of .interest is that these theories form rather a strange, if not

contradictory group. They are often Selected to justify a,specific ele-!

ment of the pedagogy. They form in a way the theology of the infant .

school., We'cah see how the crucial concept of play and the suboidindte
. .

concepts of readiness and doing fit well wit4 the above theorie.
.

We

can also note how the mnvisibilityof t he pedagogy fits witli,the invisible
,

tacit act of learning. We can also see that the pre-school/infant school

movement from one p,,int of view is a progressive, revolutionary, colonising

movement in its relationships to parents, and ineits relationship to edu-or

cational level's above itself. It is antagonistic for different reasons

'to middle-class and working-class families, for both create a deformation

of the child. It is antagonistic to educational levels above itself,

because of its fundamental opposi-0,6n:t6 their concepts' of. ;earning and

social relationships. We can noie here that as a result the child is

abstracted from his family and his'future education41 contexts.

Of central importance is that this pedagogy brings *ether two

groups 'of ed ationists who are. at the extremes of the educational hiery-
/-
chy, infant.school teachers'and university teacherq and researchers. The

consequence has been to professionalise and raise the status of the pre--

sdhool/infant school teacher; a status not based upon a specific

1 9I
9
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competence, a statue based upon a weak educational identity,(no subject).

The status ,of the teachers from this point of view is based upon a diffuse,

tacit, symbolic control which is legitimised by a closed explicit ideology,

the essence of weak classification and weak frames., -

Class and-the Invisible Pedagogy
, -

Prom our pnevious discussion, we can abstract the following:

, 1. The invisible pedagogy is an interrupter system, bcth in relation

to the family and in its relation_to other levels of the educa-

tional hienarohy:

. It transforms the privatised social structures and cultural con,-

texts of visible pedagogies into a persor l.is,ed social structure

and personalised cultural contexts.

3. Implicit nurture reveals unique nature.

The question is wha't is it interrupting?, The invisible pedagogy was

first atitutionalised in the private sector for a fraction of the middle

class - thejiew middle,class(see note If the ideologies of the old

middle class wee institutionali.:ed in Lite Imblic-sehools aril Wrough them
..

into the grammar.schools, so the ideology of the new middle class was first
. v -

.. . institutionalised in private pre-schools, then private/public secondary
,

scheols,' and finally into the state .system; at the level of the infant

'vs,- , school. Thus the conflict between visible and invisible pedagogies, 'from
.

''ssifithis point.1feview, between strong and weak clacation and frames is

an:i'deological conflict within the middle C5.ass. The ideolOgies of edu- ..'."
. ,

catidn are still the ideologies of class. The old middle Class were domes

ticated through the strong classi9cation aneframes,of the family and'

iui)liC schools, whichttttemPted,pften very SUccesfuily; cultural repro - -
.

,,. 1.H
ductiOn.' taut, what social type-was reproduced?"

.. ,

,We knsp thatzevey industrialisa4 soci5ty produces. organic solidarity.

Now Durkheim,it .seers to,me,swas(conserned with dnly one form- of such

solidarity -tithe form which created individualism. DUrkhei:m was interested
. _

i11-..the vicissitudes of the types as theit-olasSificatioh acid framing-were
, .

nodonker,,or only. weakly, morally'integrated, Ar when- ithe ndividual's' -

..,

relation to the classification and frames underwent a change.' His analysig .

is based-upon the al middle class. He did.rot foresee, although his con-..
4 VI 4 0

centual Procedures make this possible, a form of organic solidarity based,

upcpweak classification and weak .fray. s; that is', aiform ofsoiidaritY.-

dOeloped by the new middle class. DurkheiMtworganie solidarity reiena .

to individuals in'"privat).sed,class'relationships; the second form of'

organic solidarity refprs to persons in privatised class relaTtionships.

The,sepond_torm_Of_organicaolidarity celebrates the, apparent release:



- .-
not.of thp individual, but of the persons and new forms of social control.

(See Note III.) Thus, we can distinguish individualized and personalised

forms of organic solidarity within the middle class, each with their own

distinctive and conflicting ideologies and each with their own distinctive

and conflicting forms of socialisation and-symbolio.reality. _These two
-

Xoris arise,out =of developments of the division of labour within clags

societies: Durkheimts individualised organic solidarity developed out pf

the increasing complexity of the economic division of labour; personalised

organic solidarity it is 'suggested, develops oire of increases in the com-

plexity'of the'..division of labour, of cultural or symbolic control which

thetnew-miAdle class_h4Ve_.appropriated. The new middle class is an in-

terrupter'system, clearly not of class relationships but of the form of

their'reproductioh. In Bourdieu4s terms, there has been a change in

lhabitus, but not in function. This change in'habitus has had far reaching'

effect6 on the selective institutionalisation of symbolic codes and codings

in the areas of sex, aesthetics, and upon preparing,and repairing agencies,

such as the family, school, and mental hospitals. In all. these areas there
t.

has been a shift towards weak classificat,,i,on:and frames (see.Note.IV),

conflict. within the middle c lass is.Fealised sharply in different

patterns of the socialisation of the young7--tn-the old middl

socialisation is into strong classification and strong framing, where the

boundaries convey tacitly critical condensed messages.. In the new middle

class, socialisation is into weak classification and weak frames, which

promote through the sxpIicitness
N

of the communication code, far greater'

ambiguity'and drives this class to make visible,the ideology of its

socialisation; crucial to this ideology is the concept of the person, not

of the individual. Whereas the concept of the individual leads to spe-

,cific, unambiguous role identities and relatively inflexible roLl perforin-

ances, the concept of the person leads to aMbigvils personal flentity and

flexible, role performances., Both the old an the new middle class draw

upon biological theories, but of.ivery different types. The old middle

,class held theories which generated biologiOally fixed types, where- _
variety of the type constituted a'threat to cultural Feproduction. The

6

jeirmiddle class also hold theories which emphasize a fixed biological

'type, but they also hold that the;type_is capable of great variety. This,

in essence, is a theory whiCh pointy towards social. mobility - towardsa'_
,

meritocracy. For the did middle class, variety must be severely reduced a

in order to ensure cultural reproduction; for the new middle class, the r

variety must be encouraged.in order.to ensure interruption. Reproatictiun

and interruption.are.createdby variations in the strength of ica -/
...

tions and frames (See Nate V). As theSP. weaken, .so the socialisation

'

'14



encouxages more of the socialised to become visible, his uniqueness to be

made manifest. Such socialisation is deeply penetrating, more total as

the surveillance becomes tore'inVisible.. This is the basis of control

whiah`createspersonaliSed organic solidai.ity. Thus the forms of sociali-

sation within these two conflicting fractions of the middle class are the

origins of the visible and invisible pedagogies Of'the school. We have a

homologue,between the interruption of the new middle class of the repro-

duction of the old and the interruption of the new edubdtional pedagogy,

,of the reprdduction of the old; between,the conflict within 'the middle
. -

Glass and the_conflict between the two,pedagogies; yet it
:..

is the conflict
.43 -

between and interruption of forts of transmission of class relationships.

This point we will now develop. The new middle _class, like the proponents ,

6
uf the invisible pedagogy, are caught in a contradiction; for their theories

°

are at variance with their objective class relationship. A deep-rooted

ambivalence is the ambience ofthis group.. On the one hand, they stand

for variety against inflexibility, ekpre6-61-oh against repression, the

inter- personal against the inter-positional;, on the other hand, there is"

the grim obduracy of the'diviision of labour and of the'narrow pathways

its, positions of power and prestige. Under individualised organic

solidarity, property has an essentially physical nature; however, with

the development of personalised orpnic solidarity, ,although property in

thephysical sense remains crucial, it has been partly psychologised and

appears in the-form_of ownership of Valued skills Made available in edu-

cational institutions. Thus, if the new middle class is to repeat its

position in the class' structure, then appropriate secondary socialisation

into privileged education becomes crucial: But,as the relation between

education and occupation becomes more direct and closer in time then the

classifications and frames increase in strength. Thus the new middle

class-take up some ambivalent en05iasm for the invisible pedagogy for

the early socialisation of the dITAd; but settle for, the Visible,pedagogy

of'the secondary school. And it will continue to do this until the

university moves to a weaker classification and a weaker framing of its

princiPles-of,transmission and seleatiun. On the other hand, they are

among the leaders of the movement to institutionalise the invisible peda-

gogy in state pre - schools and often for its colonisation of the primary

school and flirther extensiOn into the secondary School. .And this can be
.

done with cunfidence, for thesecondary-tuhuut-iv-likeIT to provide___both__-_,
o

visible and invisible pedagogies: The former foi the middle class and the

,fatter for the working class.

15
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The Class Assumptions of the Invisible Pedagogy

We can now begin tc-see that because the invisible pedagogy had its
a

origins within a fraction 'f.the middle class, it presupposes a relatively

along educational life. Inherent within this pedagogy is a concept of

time - middle-class time. Of equal significance because it originates.

withilithe middle class, it presupposes a communication code (an elaborate

code) which orientates the child early towards the significance of rela -,

tively complex independent meanings, wheth'er these are in the fotmof

speech or of writing. Thus, the development of specific educational com-

petencies can either be delayed b4cause of the longer educational life, .

cr the child will

cation codes But

visible pedagogy.

achieve them early because of the focus of the communi-

this does not complete the class assumptions of the in=,

We have so fatsuggested two: a long educational life,

and an elaborated code: There is :a third.

4e shift from individualised to personalised organic dolid*ity.

changes the structure of family relationships and in particular the role

of the womanin the socialising of the child. Historically, under indi-

vidualised organic solidarity, the mother is important neither as a trans-

mitter of physieal nor of symbolic property. She is almost totally ab-

stracted.from the means, of reproduction of either. physical or symbolic pro-

perty. The control of the childrenis delegated to others (nanny, gover=

nesp, tutor). Theis essentially a domestic administrator and it follows:

that:she can be a model only for her daughter. She was often capable of

cultural reproduction, for she often.possessed a sensitive awareness of the

literature of the period. This concept of the,abgtractedmternalfunction

reappears perhaps in the concept of the pre-school assistant as a baby

minder and the governess as th§ teacher of elementary competendies. Thus.

individualised organic solidarity might generate two models for the pre-

school or infant school:

1. The atetraeted mother nanny = baby minder

2, The gOverness teacher of elementary competencies

Under personalised organic solidarity, the role of the mother in the

rearing of her children.undergoeS a qualitative change. As we have noted

earlier, with'su&h solidarity, property has been'partly psychologised and

it arises out, of forms of interaction -.forms of communication - which

are initiated and developed and,focudedby the mother very early in the

child -Thus the trothex under-personal -ised--ergepriesel-idat-ity is

transformed into a powerful and crucial.agent of cultar'al reproduction

.who provides access ,to symbolic forms and who shapes the disposition of

her children so that they are better able t9 exploit the possibilities

of`education. This as we move from individualised topersonal,ised Crganic.

S. 6
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solidarity so the woman is transformed fron an agent of physical repro-

duction to an agent of cultural reproduction. There is, however,a'con=

tradiction within her structural relationShips. Unlike the mother in,a

situation of individualised solidarity, she is unable to get away from her

children. For the weak classification and weak frames of her child-rearing.

firbly anchor her to her children; for her .interaction and surveillance

is totally demanding and, at the same time, her own socialisation into both

a personal and occupational identity points her away from the family.

These tensions can be partly resolved by placing the child early in a pre=

school which faithfully reproduces the ambience for her own child-rearing.

Thus the middle-class mother in a context ofpersonallsed organic soli-

darity provides the model for the pre-school infant school teacher. The

pre-school, however, amplifies the messages, and wishes to extend them in

time. Here we can see a second contradiction, or such an amplification

brings the middle=class mother and the school into conflict. The public

examination system is based upon avisible_peda4ogy as it is realised

through strong classification and strong frames. , It is this pedagogy

which transmits symbolic property. If access to visible pedagogy is de-

lad too long, then eXaMination pecess May be considered to be in danger.

We,have now made explicit three assumptions underlying the invisible

pedagogy. . There is a fourth. The size, of the class of pupils is likely.

to be-small and the_teacher-pupil ratio'very favoiarable.

1.. It presupposes a middle-class conception of educational time.

.12. It presupposes an elaborated code of communication.

. It presUpposes a middle -class mother who is an agent of cultural".
, .

re9roductidn.

It, presupposes a small class of pupiId.

Thus the social significance of the.invisi4ole pedagogy will be crucially

different according to the social class of.the child.

We started this section by abstracting the following points from

our iiiiAll_lisaussion_af-the-invLeible-pedagogy÷T--

1. The invisible pedagogy is an interrupter system both in relation '

to the home and in relation to:other levels of the educational

hierarchy.

2. 'It transforms the privatised social structure and cultural con-
4

,tents of visible pedagogieS into a personalised social structure

and personalised cultural contexts.

3. It believes that implicit nurture reveals unique nature.

We have argued that this pedagogy is one of the realisations of the ,-

conflict between the odd and the new middle class, which in turn has

its '1;)cial basis in the two different forms of ,organic solidarity,

14'



individualised and personalised; that these two forms of solidarity

arise out of differences in the relation to the division of labour within

the middle class; -that the movement from individualised to personalised

interrupts the form of the reproduction of class relationships; that

such an interruption gives rise to different ffrms of primary socialise-

tion within the middle class; that the form of primary socialisation

' within the middle class is the model for primary socialisation into the

school; that there are contradictions within personalised organic soli-

darity which create deeply felt ambiguities; as, a consequence, the out-

comes of the form of the socialisation are less certain. The contemporary

new middle class is unique for in the socialisation of their Young is a

sharp and penetrating contradiction between a subjective personal identity

and an objective privatised identity; between the release-of the person

a, the hierarchy of class.

Whereas it is possible for school and university to change the basis

of tolidarity from individualistic to personalised, i.e. to relay its

classification.and frames, it is more difficult for those agencies to

change their privatising.function, i.e. the creation of knowledge'as:pri-

vate property. It by no means follows -61-lat.a shift to personalised or-

gamic solidarity will change the privatising functiRn, Indeed, even the

shift in,the form of solidarity is more likely to occur in that part of

the educational system which either.creates4no private property, as in the

tase of ,the education of the lower workipg class, or in the education\of

the very young. We are then left with thecanclusiOn that the major

effects of this change in.solidarity will be in the areas of condensed

communication (sex, art,- style) and ta'the fqrm of social cohtrol (from

`eXp)licit to implicit).

Transition, to School

.a) Class Culture Power
ti

The shift from visible

primary levels of education

and Conflict

to infrisible pedagogies at the pte- and

changes the relationships between the family,

and the school. We have already noted, tie ambiguous attitude of the

middle class to such a shift. Inthe-pase,of the working class, the

.change is more radical. ,The weak olassification and the Weak framing

,of the invisible pedagogy potentially makes possible,the inclusion of

theculture of the family and the community. Thus the experience of the

.Child and his ewsryday world,, could be psychologically active in the,,

classroom, and if this were to be the case, thenthe school would

miserather than reject the class-cultureof the family. In ap much as
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.Jf_the_knowledge___t_o be transmitted is relaxed and the emphasis

upon early attainment of specifiC competencies is reduced, then the pro-

gression is less marked by iiddle-clags assumptions. In the case of

visible pedagogies early reading and especially writing, is essential.

.Once the child can read and write such acts free the teacher; but of more

importance, once the child can read he can be givgn a book, and once he

is given a book he is well on the way to managing the role of the solitary

p- rivatised educational relationship. The book is the preparation for

receiving the past realised in the text book. And the text book in turn

tacitly transmits tlig ideology of the collection code, for it epitomises

strong classification and strong frames. The text book orders knowledge

according to an explicit progression: it provides explicit criteria, it

removes uncertainties and announces hierarchy. It gives the child an

immediate index of where he stands in relation to others in the progression.

It is therefore a silent medium for creating competitive relationhipS.

Thus socialisation into-the-textbook is a_critical step towards socialisa-

tion into the collection code. The stronger the collection code, that is

the stronger classification and frames, the greater the emphasiS on early

reading and writing._ The middle-class child is..prepardd for this emphasis,

but not so in the case of the working-class 'blind. The weakening of

classification and frames reduces the significance of'the textbook and

,transforms the impersonal 'past into a personalised present. It would

appear that the invisible pedagogy carries a beneficial potential for

working-class children., However, because the form we are discussinehas

its origins in a fraction of the middle class,'this potential may not be

actualised.

This point we will now deV " OD trom-the.-p-oirrfVii working=

--7 crass parents, the visible pedagogy.of tht ,collection code at the primary

level is immediately understandable. iThe basic competenoids which it s'

transmitting of reading, writing and counting, in an ordered explicit

sequence, make sense. The failures of the childrennarethe children's '

failures, riot the school's,_for the-school is apparently carrying out its

function impersonally. The school's form of Social control does not

interfere with the social control of the family. The infant school

teachpr will not necessarily have high status',,as the competencies she

is transmitting are, in principle, possible also for the mother. In this

sense there is symbolic continuity (or rather extension) between tie

working-class home and the school. However, in the case of the invisible

pedagogy, there is possibly a sharp discontinuity. The competericied and

their_ progression disappear, the form f social control may well be at

variance with the home. The theory of the invisible pedagogy may.not be

1G
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known by the Mother or be imperfectly understood. The lack of stress on

competencies may render the child a'less effective (useful) member of the

family, e.g. running errands, etc. However, there is a more fundamental

source of tension. The invisible pedagogy contains a different theory of
4

transmission and a new technology, whtch views the mother's own informal

teaching, where it occurs, or the mother's pedagogical values,, as irrele-

vant if not downright harmful. There are new reading schemes, new mathe-
,

matics replace arithmetic, an expressive aesthetic style replaces one which

aims at facsimile. If the mother is to be helpful, she must be resocial-
.

ised or kept ovt of the wa.:. If it is the former arthe latter, then the

power relationships have changed between home and school: for,the teacher
-

hs the power and the mother is as much a pupil as the pupil. This in

turn may disturb the authority relationships within the home: this dis-

.turbance is further facilitated by the use of implicit forms of social

Control onhe school. Even if the pedagogy draws i+s contents from the

class culture, basic farms of discontinuity still exist. If the mother

wishes to understand the theory of the invisible pedagogy, then she may

well find herself at the mercy of complex theories of child deVelopment.

Indeedwhichever way the working-class mother turns, the teacher has the

power: although the mother may-well be deeply suspicious of the whole

ambience. (1)

Where, as in the case of the visible pedagogy there are, for the .

working class, relative to the middle class, implicit forms of discon-

tinuity and explicit forms of holding

ower_of-the-echoolbiTer its teachers, the size of claSS and_ppebibly'

streaming, in the case

explicit symbolic disc

provision and quality

ies, bee se the invis

of the invisible pedagogy, there is also en --

ontinuity whiCh may well go with:inequalities in

of teaching staff. The teacher also has difficult-,

ible pedagogy presupposes a particular form of

maternal primary socialisation and a small class of pupils Alt a particu-

, ler architecture. Where these are absent, the teacher may well find great

difficulty. Ideally, the invisible pedagogy frees the teacher so that

time is available for ameliorating the difficulties of any one.child,

but if the class is large, the socialisation, from,the point of view of

the school, inadeque;te!'the architecture inappropriate, then such indi-

vidual assistance becomes infrequent and problematic. Here again we can

see'that such a pedagogy, if it is to be successfully implemented in its

own terms, necessarily requires minimally the same physical conditions

1) This does not mean that all teachers wish to have the power or use it.

17
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of the middle-cla-Ss school. It is.an expensive pedagogy because it is

derived from an expensive class: the middle class.

From the point of view of the middle class, thete is at least an in-

tellectual understanding of the invisible pedagogy ifnot always 'an

acceptance of its values and practice. Further, if the iniddle-Class

child is not obtaining the basic competencie's at the rate the mother ex-

pects, an'educational support system can be organised through private

coaching or through the motherts own efforts. The powet relationship,

between the middle-class mother and the teacher are les6 tipped in favour

of the teacher. Finally, the middle-class mother always has the chOice of

the private school or of moving near a state school of her choice.

However, because of the middle. -class motherts concept of the function of

secondary education, she is likely to-be anxious about the acquisition of

basic competencies and this will bring her into conflict with the school

at some point.

.Finallyin as much as age and sex statuses within the family are

strongly classified and ritualised, then it is likely that the acquisition,

progression and evaluation of competencies obtained within the school will

become part of the markers of age and sex status within the family. Po

'7

.example, there is a radical change in_111.2_212.10._and-con ep of the child

when he is transfor Naw3to the extent :that the infanti-

lary school fails to-utilise age and sex as allocating categories

either for the acquisition and progression of competence or for the'allo-

cation of bupiis to,groups aadspaces, then the school is weakening the

function of these categokes in the family and community. Vlsible peda-

gp6ies not only r-e-inf-ate.age and sex classification, they also provide
_ .

markers for progression within them. Invisible pedagogies are lik4y to

weaken such classifications and in as much as they_do this

'the concept of the child,- and the concepts of age and sex
4
Status.

us

h) Class,'Pedagoay and Evaluation

Interesting questions arise over the system of evaluating the pupils.

,Where the pedagogy is visible an "objective" grid exists for the evalu6.tion

of. the pupils in the form of (a) clear criteria and (b) a delicate measure-

4 meet procedure. The child receives a grade or its equivalent for any A

valued performance. Further', where the pedagogy is visible, it is likely

to be stana rdized and so schools are directly, comparable as to their

successes and failures. The profile of the pupil may. be obtained by
NN

looking across his\grades. The. upil knows where he is, the teacher

knows wherehe is and so do the parents. The parents, have a yardstick
iv

\\

for comparing schools. en children change schools, they can be Slotted '
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into place according to their academic-profile. Further, it ip difficult

for to argue about the profile for it is "objective".. Clearly,

there are subjective elements in the grading of the children, but these

are masked by the apparent objectivity of the grid. In the case of in-

visible pedagogies, no such grid exists. The evaluation procedures are

multiple, diffuse and not, easily subject to apparently precise measure-
.

ment. This makes comparison between pupils complex and also comparisons

between schools.(1) Firstly, the invisible pedagogy does not giVe rise

to progression of a group, but is'based upon progression of a person.

Secondly, there is likely to be considerable variation between infant/

pre-school groups, within the general form of the pedagogy. There is less

difficulty in slotting a child into a new school because"there is no ex-

. plicit slot for him.. Thus the mother is less able to diagnose the child's

progress and as a consequence she cannot provide specific educational

support., She would be forced ,into providing a e -edtralinnal milieus

in the home and this she ma e to do if she had fully inter-

n_ alisel_the-invfnie-dagogy's theoretical basis. AS we have previously

argued, this is less likely to be the case where the. parents are working.

Thus these parents are cut off from the evaluation of their

child's progress. More, they are forced to accept what the teacher counts

as progress.c

Because an apparently Objective..grid exists for the_ evaluation of

the visible pedagogies, then this grid acts selectively on those dispOsi-

tions of the child which beCorae.candidates fot lAbelling by the teacher:

ClearlY,motivatiron and ingetest are probably'relevant to any pedagogy,

but thelr significance will vary with the pedagogy, and certainly their
A 0

consequences. In the case of visible pedagogies, the behaviour of the

child is focused on the teacher so that, in this case, attentiveness_ to,

co-operation with, the teacher become relevant: peXiistenae and Lareful-.
-

-ness are also valued by,the teacher. Further, it is possible for there

to-be a conflict between the.ohild's academic profile and the teacher's

evaluation of his attitudes and motivation., These objective and subjec-:
'N

tive criteria may have different consequenT for different claSs groups

of pupils. Either.criteria, irrespectivd'of their validity, are likely

to be understood by working-class parent6. In the case of invisible
s .

pedagogy, as more of the child is made available, and, because of the

theory which guides inte:pretation,diagnosis and evaluation, different

class of acts and dispositions of:the child becol4 relevant. In the case

of visible pedagogies we have argued that the attentionthe-child-is

.
_

1) Paradoxically, this situation carries a potential for increasing
competitiveness.

,
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f-oo.us-4.1-ari-tli-e-tee-Aer;-- however, in the- ease-of-invi-sibl-e-pedagogters-th-

aitention of the teacher is focused on the whole child: in its total

doing and "not doing". This can lead to discrepancies between the'teacher

and parents' view of the child unless the parents share the teacher's

theory. Indeed, it is possible that the dispositions and acts which gge

subject to evaluation by the teacher may be considered by some parents as

irrelevant or intrusive or inaccurate or all three. Where this'occurs

the child's behaviour is being.sshaped by conflicting criteria. From the

point of view of the teacher, the child becomes an innovatinz message to

the home. The invisible pedagogy is not only an interrupter system in the

context of educational practice, but it also transforms the child, under

certain conditions, into an innovating message to the famil

to a change in the school's proce-

dures of evaluation, both objective and subjective. Where the pedagogy

is vibible, .there is a profile which consists of the grading of specific

competencies and a profile which consists of the grading of the child's

motivation and work attitudes. It is.likely that the latter will consist

of rather short, somewhat stert:o:typed unexplicated judgements. In the

case of invisible pedagogies, these h ghly condensed, uhexplipated but

public judgements aro likely to be re,laced by something resembling a

dossier which OM range across a widt variety ofthe child's internal

~processes and states and his externalacts. Further, the connection

between inner and outer is likely tp made explicit. In other words,

there is likely to be an explicit ela orateCaccount of the relationship

between the child's internal states a4d his acts, It is now possible

that the school will have a problem o* secrecy. Holemuch is to gO into

the dossier,;Where is it to be kept, flow much of and in what way is its

contents to be made availab19. to parents or'to others in the school and

outsidetof it Thus invisible'pedagOgiesmay also generate covert and

overt'forms and contents of evaluatibn. Such a system of evaluation

increases the power of the_taacher, to the extent that its underlying

theory is not shared by parents and even when it is shared.

Finally, the major analysis in this Seopion has been of idealised

pedagogies. If, however, the arpment is correct, tha,t there may bea

disjunction in the forms of socialisation between p.'mary'and secondary

stages, or between secondary and tertiary stages, t1411. behind Weakclassi-

fication and weak frames may well'be strong classification and strong

frames. Thus we can have a situation where strong Cs ana Fs folloW week

Cs and Fs, or where weak Cs and Fs follow strong Cs and Fs s possibly,

in the case of the training of infant school teachers in Engl nd. It

ti is important not only to understand continuity in the strength

S.
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classification'andframos, but also iej-unbtion and when the disjunction

occurs. It is mor.e-th i ely that if wj) examine empiridaaly invisible
,

pedagogies we Shall find to different ddgrees a stress on the transmission

of specific isolated competencies. Thus the "hidden curriculum" of in-

visible pedagogies may well be, embryonically, strong classification,

..albeit with rela4vely weak frames. It becomes a matter of some importande,

to .find out which.4children or' groups of Children are partiou/arlY respon- -

sive to this "hidden curriculum". For some children may come to see or be

led to see that there are two transmissions, one overt, the other covert,

Which stand in afigure-ground relatiori to each other. We need to khow

for which teachers, and for which children, what is the figure and what'

is the ground. Specifically, will Middle-class children respond to the

latentvisible pedagogy, or are they more likely to,be selected as re-

ceivers' Will lower working-clais children respond more to the invisible

pedagogy or receive a' weaker form of the transmission of visible pedagogy?

The "0".dden curriculum" of invisible pedagogies may well be a visible

pedagogy.. However, the outcomes of the imbddding of one pedagogy in the

other are likely'.to be different than in the case of"the 'transmission of

any one pedagogy, From,a more theoretical standpoint, the crucial compo-..

nent of visible pedagogy is the strength of its classification, for in the

last analysis, it is this which creates what` counts as valued property,'

and also inhu doing regulates mental structures. Frame strength regulates

the modality of the socialisation into the classification. In the micro-
.,

cosm a the nursery or infant class,",we can see embryonically the new

forms of transmission of classi.olationshi;ps.

Let us take a concrete t:xample to illustrate the above speculation.

An infant School teacher in England may experience'tbe following conjuny.,

tions or disjunctions in het soc:Lalisation:

-- 1. -Between socialisation in the family and between primary and

secondary school.

2. Betweensecondary.school and teacher training. The higher the

qualifications required by the college of education, the.more

likely that the socialisation in the later years of the secondary

.school will be through strong classification and frames. On the

other hand, the socialisation into the college of education may

well be into classificatian.and frames of varying strengths.

c,

Transition between Sta es of Education

We have examined aspects of. the transition to school; there is also

the question of transition between stages of education, from pre - school

to primary, from primary to secondary. These transitions between stages

aretmarked by three inter-related features:

-21`
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1. An increatelin the strength of ;classification and framed (initia::

tion into thy collecAive code).

2. An increase in the range of different teachers; ; that is, the,

pupil is made 'a of the insulations," within the division of

labour. He also learns that the principle ofaUthority transcends

ths.individualS who hbld it, for as teachereisubjects Change his

role remains the same.

3. The weak classification and frames'of the invisible pedagogy

emphasizes the. importance of :Lays of knowing of constructing

problems, whereas the strong clabsification and frames of visible

pedagogies.emphasize states of knowledge and received problems.

Thus there is a crucial change in what counts as having knowledge, in what'.
-

counts as 4 legitimate realisation of that knowledge and in the social

context.

ThustheShirt'from invisible to visible-pedagogies in one phrase is

a.change in code; a change in the principles of relation and evaluation

whether these are principle.s of knowledge, of social relationships, of

practices, of property, of identity.

It is likeltthat this change of code will be more effectively made

(despite the difficulties) by the new middle class children as their own..

socialisation within the family.contains both codes -, he code which creates

the manifestation of the person and the code whlCh cr ates private property.

Further, as we have argued elsewhere, it is more likely that the working

class children will experience continuity,in code between stages of educa7

tion. The class bias of the collection code (which creates a visible' .

pedag igY).may make such a transmission difficult for them to receive and,

e xploit. As a consequence, the continuation cd4the invisible pedagogy &n

the form of an integrated code,fs likely for working class children, and,'

its later institutionalisation f;,,r the same children at the secondary level.

We can now begin to see that the conditions for continuity of educa-

tional code for all Children, irrespective of class, is the type of code

transmitted, by the university. Sim;.y expanding, the university, increasing

differentiation within the tertiary level, equalising opportUnity Of access

and outcome will not fundamentally change the situation at levels below.

We will only have expanded the size of the cohort at the tertiary level.

From another point of view; althQugh we may have changed the Organisational

structure ye have not changed the code controlling transmission;, the pro-
.

cess of reproduction will
..

not be fundamentally affected. To change the
4 }

code controllingtransmissiin involves changing the culture and its basis

in privatised class . relationships. Thus if we accept, for the sake of

argument, the'greater educational value of invisible pbdagogies, of weak

4
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classification and frames, the condition for their effctiye and total

institutionalisation at the secondary level is-a fundamental change of

code at the tertiary 1eve1. If this does not occur. then codes and class
4

will remain fir mly"linked in schools.

Finally? ive,can raise a basicquestion. The movement to invisible

pedagogies realised, through integrated codes may be seen as a superficial.

*solution to a more.bbdurate protlem". Integrated codes are integrated a-E-

ta:Id' level of idoas,they do not involve integrationet the ievel_of insti-
.

tutions,,i.e. between school and work. Yet the .crucial integrktion is

precisely between the principles of.education-and the Principles of Work.

There can be no such integration in Western societies (to mention only one

group) because the wqrk epitOmises cla6b relationships. Work can only be

brought into:the school in terms of the functiOn-of the school as a selec-

tive me5hallism or in terms of social/psychological adjustment to work.

Indeed", the abstracting of education from work, the hallmark of the liberal

tradd.tion, or the linkag of education to leisure, 'masks the brutal fact

thatwork and education_cannot to integrated at the level of socl.al

ciples in class societies. They can eitlrer be separated of they can fit,

with each
,

other.. Durkheim wrote that changes in pedagogy were indicate-is

of a mural crisis;' they can also disguise it and change its form. How-

ever,in as much as the moye to weak classification and frames'has the,`"'

potential of reducing insulations in mental structures and social. struc=

'tures, haS the potential of making explici t the implicit and so creating

greater ambiguity but less AsgUise,tthen such a code has the potential of

making visible fUndamental social contradictions.

9
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NOTE

This rises a number df questions. We cannot consider skills db..,

stracted from the context of their, transmission, from their relationships

to each other and their'functipn In creating, maintainipg, modifying or

changing a culture. Skills and their relationship to each other are cul-

turally specific competences,, The manner of their transmission and ad-

quisition socialises the child into-their contextual usages. Thusr,the

unit of analysis cannot simply be an abstracted, specific competence like
c

reading, writing, counting, but the structure of social relationships,which..,

produces,. these specialiSed coMpetencies. The formulation ."where there is

a reduced emphasis upon transmission and acquisition of specific skills"

could be misleading, ssitsuggests_that_in the_cantext under-discUssion

there.are few specialised repertoires of the culture. It may be better

te, interpret the formulation as indicating an emphasis upon the inter-

relationship.between skills which are relatively weakly classified and

iemakly framed. In this way any skill or sets of skills are referred to the

general features of the socialisation.

NOTE II ,

We regard the new middle class as being represent4d by those who are
the new agents of symbolic control, e.g. those who are filling the ever

expanding major and minor professional class, concerned with the servicing

of persons. We are not saying that all occupants Are active members of

the new middle class, 1)2'1 that there is a structural change in the culture'

which is shaping their transmission. It is a matter of empirical research

to identify specifically which groups, concerned with what symbolic con-

trols, who are active representatives. In earlier papers I suggested that

there were two forms ofan elaborated code, object/person and that these

were stroked by different class-based forms of family socialisation, posi-
,

..

tfonal And personal. It is now possible at least thporetically, to show
1,4

.that such fa4.Iies vary as to ,the strength of thdir classification and

frames and that such variation itself arises out of different forms of the
..-

transmission,of class relationships and represents an ideological conflili
.

within the middle class.
...
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f' 1

It is a matter of some interest to consider changes in emphasis of

research methodologies over recent decades. There has been a shift from
st

the standardized, closed questionnaire or_ experimental context to more.un-

structured contexts and relationpips. It is argued that the former

methodology renders irrelevant the subjective meanings of those who are

the object of study. In 'so doing, ,the researched offer their experience

through the medria of the rebearcherst impcsed strong classification and

strong' frames. Further, it is'argued that such a method of studying

o people is derived from -a method for the study of objects and therefore it

is &n outrage to the subjectivity of.. man for him to be transformed into

an object, These arguments go on to link positivist methods with the

political control of man thrOugh the use of the technology of social

science. The new methodology employs apparently weak Classification and

weak frames, but it uses techniques (participant 6bservation, tape=-

recordings, Video tapes, etc.), which enable more of the researched. to be

visible,,and its techniques allow a range of others to witness the spon-

taneoustaneous behaviour of the observed. Even if these public records ofnatural
4

behaviour are treated' as'a means of dialogue between the recorded and the

recorder, this dialogue is, l'Eslalf, subject to the disjunction between,

intellectual perspectives which will shape the communication. The self-
.

editing of the researcherls communication is different from that of the

researched, and this is the invisible control. On the dther hand, para-

doxically, in the case of a closed questionnaire the privacy of the'subject

is safeguardePfor all that can be made public is a pencil mark which is

transformed into an imperwnal score. Further, the methods of this trans-

formation must be made public so that its assumptions may be criticised.

In the ease of the new methodology, the principles used to restrict the

vast amount of information and the num13er of channels are often implicit.

One might say that we could distinguish research methodologies in terms

of whether they created invisible or isible pedagogics. Thus the former

give rise to a total surveillance of the person who, relative to the latter,

makes public more of his inside (e.g. his subjectivity) which is evaluated

through the use Of dilfuse, implicit criteria. We are suggesting that the

structural origins of changes in the classification and framing of forms

of socialisation may perhaps also influence the selection of research

methodologies. The morality of the resear6hreiationships transcends

the dp.emmas of a particular researcher. Research methodologies in social
Ascience are themselves elements of culture.'

4
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NOTE .1V

Lk is interesting to see, for example, where the invisible pedagogy

first, entered the secoi*ry school curriculum. In- England we 'would suggest

that it first penetrated the non=verbal area of unselective secondary

schools. The area which is consideredto be the least relevant (in the

sense of not producing symbolic property) and the most strongly classified

the area of the. art room. Indeed, it might be said that until very recentr.,- ,

ly the greatest symbolic continuity of pedagogies btween primarfand°

secondary stages lay ir the non-verral areas of the curriculum. The art

room is often viewed by the rest'of the staff as an area of relaxation or

even therapy, rather than a space of crucial,production. Because of it

strong classification aid irrelevance (except at school "shovp-off" periods)

this space is potentially open to'change. Art teacherS are trained in

institutions (at least in recent times) which are Very sensitive to inno-

vation and therefore new styles are likely to be rapidly institutionalised

in schools, given the strong classification ,of art in the secondary school

curriculum, and,. also the belief that the less able child can at least do

'something with his hands.evenif he-finds,difficulty-with a pen., We might.

also anticipate that with the interest in such musical forms as pop on the

one Land aid Cage and Stockhau-Sea on the other, music departments might

move towards the invisible pedagogy. To complete the direction in the non-

verbal area, it is possible that the transformation of physical training

into physical education might also extend to movement. If this develop-

ment took place,theh the non-verbal areas would be realised throUgh the

invisible pedagogy. We might then expect a drive to integrate the three"

areas of sight, sound and movement; three modalities would then be 'linked

through.a common code.

NOTE V:

We can clarify the issues raised in this paper in the following way.

Any socialising context must consist of a transmitter and an acquirer.

These two forM a matrix in the sense that the communication is regulated

by a structural principle. We have suggested that the Underlying prin.-,

ciple of a socialising matrix is realised in classification and frames.

The relaqonship between the two and the strengths show us the structure

of the control and the form of communication. We can, of course, analyse

this matrix in a number of ways:



f'
'...co.,,

1.- We can focus upon the transmitter. .;,

.7. .-

2. 'We can 'focus upon the acquirer.

3. We can focus upon the principles-underlying the matrix.

4.. .We can focus upon a given matrix and ignore its relatfonship to

other matrices. ' -

' e .

5. We Can consider the relationships between critical matrices,

e.g. family, peer group, school, 'work.

We can go on to ask questions about the function of a matrix and

questions about the change in the Sprm of its realisation, i.e. changes

in the strength of its classification and'framea. We believe that the

unit of analysis must always. be the matrix and the matrix will always in-

eNde the theories, and methods of its analysis (see Note II on research

methodology). Now any one matrix can be regarded as a reproducer, an in-

terrupter,,or a ch-ange matrix. A reproduction matrix will attempt to

create strong classification and strong frames. An interrupter matrix

changes the form of transmission, but not the critical relationship

between Matrices. A change Matrix leads to a fundamental Change .4the

structural relationship between matrices. This will require a major

change in-the institutional structure. rFor example, we have argued that

within the middle class there is a conflict which has generated two dis-

tinct socialising matrices, one a reproducer, 'the other an interrupter.

And these matrices_ are at work within education for similar groups of

children up to possibly the primary Stage, and different groups of pupils

at the_sepondary stage. However, in as much as the structural relation-

ship between school and work is unchanged (i.e. there has been no'change
, .

in the basic principles of their relationship) then we.cannot by this

argumeat see current differences in educational pedagogy as representing

a change matrix. In other yards, the form of the rel3i.odUction of,class .

relationships in education has been interrupted but not changed. We might .

speculate that ideological conflict within the middle,clabs takes -the.form,

of a conflict between the symbolic outcomes of reproduction and interrup-

tion matrices. If one takes the argument one stage-further, we haye to

consider the reproduction of the change in the form, of class relation-

ships. In this case, the reproduction of an interrupter matrix is throiigh

weak classification and weak frames. However, it is possible that such a

form of,reprpduction may at some.point evoke its own interrupter i.e. an

increase in either classification of frame strength, or both.

-30
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Appendix

)

A NOTE ON THE CODING OF OBJECTS AND MODALITIES OP CONTROL

The Coding of Objects

The concepts of classification and frame can be used to interpret

communication between objects. In,other words,,,. objects and their relation-

shipi to each other constitute a message systemwhose code can be stated

in terms of the relationship between classification and frames of different_
strengths.

We can consider: 4

1, The 'Strength of the rules of exclusion which.control the array

of objects in a space. Thus the stronger thetrules of, exclusion

the more distinctive the array.of objects in the space; that_is,

. the greater tie _difference between object arrays indifferent

spaces

2: The extent to which objects in the c%rray can enter into different.

relationships to each other.

Now the Stronger the rules of exclusion the stronger the classifica-

tion of objects in that space and the greater the difference between

object arrays in different spaces. In the same way in Which we discussdd

relationships between subjects we can discuss the relationships between

object arrays ix: different spaces. Thus the stronger the classificatipn,

the more the object arrays.resemble a collection pode; he weaker the

classification, the more the object arrays resemble an integrated code.

The greater.the number .of differen't, relationships objects in the array.

'tan enter into with each other, the weaker their framing. The fewer the

number of different relationships objects in the array can enter into with

each other, the stronger theil, framing(1) .

A

1) If the objects in the array can be called lexical items, then the
syntax is their rela-4,ionships to.each other. A restricted code-is a
syntax with few choices'; an elaborated code a syntax whibh generatea____---
a large number of choices,

28
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We would expect that the social distribution of power and the prin-

,ciples of control be reflected in the coning of objects. This code may

be made__ more delicate if-we take into account:

1.. ple number of objects in the array.

. 2. The rate of change of the array.

We can have strong classification with a large or a small number of

objeCts.- We can have strong classification of large or small arrays where

the.array is fixed across time or where the array varies acraas time.

Consider, for example, two arrays which are strongly classified; a late.

Victorian middle-class living-room and a middle 20th century trendy

middle-plass "space" in Hampstead. The Victorian robin is likely to con-
,

tain a very large number of objects whereap the middle-class room is like-

ly to contain a small number of objects. In one case the object array is
.

foregound and the space background, whereas in the second ease the space

is a vital component of the array. The Victorian room.represents both

strong classification and strong framing. Further, whilst objects may be

added to the array., its fundamental characteristics would remain constant

over a relatively long tite period. The HdMpstead room is likely to con-

tain a small. array which would indicate strong classification (strong

rules of exclusion) but the objects are likely to enter into a variety of

relationships with each other;' this wouid,ihdiCate weak framing. Further,

it is possible that the array would be ,clangpd across time according to

fashion.'

We can now see that .if we are to c,onsider classification (C).we-need

to know:,

1. Whether.it iS strong or weak.

2. Whether the array is small or large (x).

3. 'Whether the array .is fixed or variable (y).

At the level of frame (P) we need to know:

Whether it is strong or Weak (p); that is, whether the coding is

,,restricted or elaborated.

It is also important to indicate in the speoification of the elide

_thecontext (c) to which Tt applies. We should also indicate the nature

of the array by adding the concept realisation (r). Thus,ihe most ab-

stract formulation of object code would be as follows:

f(ct.r,, C (x,y), F (p))
s.

The code is some unspecified functi_n of the variables enclosed in the

brackets.

It is important to note that.bscause the classification is weak it

'-fides -not Mean that there is less control Indeed, from this point of

view it is not possible to talk about amount of control; only of its mo-

dality.. This point we will now develop.
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Classification, Frames and Modalities of Control
0 ,

Imagine Sour lavatories. first is stark, bare, pristine, the
rt.

walls are painted.a sharp white; the washbowl is like the apparatus,,a

gleaming white,. A`square block.of soap sits cleanly in an indentation in

the sink. A-white towel (or perhaps pink) is folded neatly on,a chrome

rail or hangs from a chrome ring. The lavatory paper is hidden in:a cover

and peeps through its slit. In the second lavatory there are books on a

slhelf and some relaxing of the rigours of the first. In. the third lava-

torythere are books on the shelf, pictures on the wall and perhaps a,

scattering Of tiny. objects. In the_ fourth lavatory the rigour is totally,

relaxed. The walls are covered with a motley array of postcards, there is

a yarious assortment .of reading matter and curio. The.lavatoryro.L' is

likely to be uncovered and thq holder may well fall apart in use.

We can say that as we move from the first to the fourth lavatory we

are moving from a strongly classified to a weakly classified space: from

d--dpabe regulated ii-y..strongr-Uies-o-fexclusion to a space regulated by ;

_yeak rules of exclusion. Now if the rules of exclusion are strong then

the space is strongly marked off from other spaces in the house or flat:

The boundary, between the spaces orrooms is sharp. If the rules of ex-

clusion are strong, the boundaries well marked, then it follwS that there

must be strong boundary maintainers (authority). If things are to be kept'

apart then there must be some strong hierarchy to ensure the apartness of

things. Further, the first lavatory constructs a space where pollution is

highly visible. In as'much as-a user leaves a personal mark (a failure

to.replace'the towel in its original position, a messy bar of soap, scum

in the washbowl, lavatory paper floating in the bowl, etc.) this consti-

tutespollution and such pollution, is quickly perceived. Thus the criteria'

for competent usage of the space are both explicit and specific. So far

we have been discussing aspectsOf classification; we shall now consider

framing.

Whereas classification tells us about the structure of relationships

in space, framing tells us about the structure of relationships in time.

Framing refers-us to interaction, to the power relationships of inter-

action; that is, framing ref,irs us to communication. Now in_the case of

our lavatories, framing here would refer to the communication between the

occupants of the space and those outside of .the space. Such communication

is normally strongly framed by a' door-usually equipped with a lock. We.,

suggest that as we move from the strongly classified to the weakly classi-

fied lavatory, despite the pptefitial insulation between.insrde and outside,

there will occur a reduction in frame strengtho. In the case of the first

lavatory we suggest that the' door always be closed and after entry
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will be loCked. Ideally no effects on the inside should be heard'on,the

outside. Indeed, a pbactised user of this lavatory will acquire certain

competencies in order to meet-this requirement. HOwever,'"In the case of

the most weakly classified lavatory, we suggest that the door will normally:,.

be open; it may even be that the lock will not function. It would not be

*considered untoward for a conversation to develop or even be continued

either side of the door. A practised user of this most weakly classified

and weakly framed lavatory will acquire certain communicative competendies

rather different from those required for correct use of the strongly -*

classified one.

.
We have already noted that lavatory one creates a space where .pollu-

tion is highly visible, where criteria for behaviour are expliCit and spe-

cific, where the social basis of the authority maintaining the strong

,,lassification and frames is,hierarehical. Yet it is also the case that

such classification and frames create a private although impersonal space.

For providing that the classification and framin is not violated the

F user',of the space is beyond surveillance.

However, when we conaiderlavatory four which has the weakest clas6i-

fiCation and weakest frames it seems at first,sight that such a structure

celebrates weak control. There appear'to be few rules regulating what

goes into a space and few rules regulating communication between'spaces.

Therefore.it is difficult- to consider what counts as a violation or

pollution. Indeed, it would appear that such a classification and

framing relationship facilitates the,develOpment of spontaneous behaviour

Let,.6 consider this possibility.

.
Lavatory one is predicated on the rule "things must be kept apart"

by they persons, acts, objects, communication, and the stronger the

claskfication and frames the greater the insulation, the stronger the

boundaries between classes of persons, acts, objects, communications.

Lavatory four is predicated on the rule that approximates to "things,

must be put together". As a. consequence, we would find objects in the

space. that bould be found in other spaces. Furtler, there is e more

relaxed marking off of the space and communication is possible between

inside and outside. We have as yet not discovered the fundamental

principles. of violation.

Imagine one_User, who, seeing the motley array and being-sensitive

to what he or she takes to be a potential of the space,,decides to add to

the array and places an additional,piostcard on the wall. It is possible

that a little later a significant adult might say "Darling, that's

beautiful but it'doesn't quite fit" or "Hovi lovely, but wouldn't it'be
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better a little hielyer up?" In

array has a principle, that the

otiter words, we are suggesting that the\

apparently motley collection is ordered

but that the principle, is implicit and although it 'is not easily discover-

able it is capable of being violat4d. Indeed; it might take our user a

very long time to infer the tacit principle and generate choices in aceord-

aria& with it. Without knowledge of the principle our user is Unlikely.

to make appropriate choices and such choices may require a lOhg period of

- socialisation. In the case of lavatory one no principle is requited.; all_

that is needed is the following _of the command "Leave the space as you

foUnd it".-

Now let us examine the weak framing in more detail. We suggest

that locking the door, avoiding or ignoring communication, would count

as violation; indeed anything which would offend the principle of things

mush be put together. However, in as mucli as the framing between inside

and outside is weak then it is,also the case that the user is potentially

or indirectly-under continuous surveillance, in which case there is no

privacy.. Here we have a social context which at firSt s

be very relaxed, which promotes and provokes the express

4a do your own thing" space where highly personal Choice

where hierarchy is not explicit yet on analysis ye find.

ight appears to

ion of th, person,

s may be offered,

that it is based

upon a form of implicit control which carries the,potential of total sur-

veillance. Such a form of implicit control encourages more of the person

to be made manifest yet such manifestations are sub'jeet to continuous

screening and general rather than specific criteria. At the level of

classification the pollution is "keeping things apart "; at the level of

framing the violation is "withholding "; that is, not offering, not making

visible the self.

_If things are to be put together which were once set_ap6rt, then

there must be some principle of the new relationships, but:this principle'

---:cannotbe Mechanically applied and therefore cannot be mechanidally

learned. In the case of the rule "things must be kept apart", then the

apartness of things is something which is clearly marked and taken for .

granted in &the,process of initial socialisation. The social basis'of the

categories of apartness i6 implitclt but the social basis of the authority

is explicit. In the process of such socialisation then insulation between

things is a condensed message about the all-pervasiveness of the authority.

It may require many years bef6re the social basis,Of the principles Vhder-

,lying the category system is made explicit and by that time the

mental structure is well-initiates into the classification and fraMes.

Strong classification and frames celebrate the reproduction of the past.

t 0
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When the rule-is "things must be put together" we have an interruption

of a previous order, and what is of issue is the authority (power relation-

. ships) which underpin it. bTherefore the rule "things must be-put to-

gether" celebrates the present over the past, the sUbject.i6 over the ob-

jectiv'e, the personal over the positional. Indeed when everything is put

together we have a total Organic principle which covers all aspects of

life but which admits of a vast range of combinations and re-combinations.

This points to a very abstract or general principle from whici aVast

ramge.of possibilities may be derived so that individuals Can both register

personal choices and liaie knowledge when a combination is at in accordance

with the principle. What is taken.for granted when. the rule is lithiiige

must be kept apart" is relationships which themselves are made explicit--

when the rule is "things must be, put together", They are made-explicit

by the weak classification and frames. But the latter creates a form of

\implicit but potentially continuous surveillance and at the same time pro;-

motes.the making public of the self in a variety of ways. 'We arrive

finally at the conclusion that the conditions for the release of the person

are the absence of explicit hierarchy but the presence of a more intensi-

fied form of social interaction which creates continuous but invisible

screening. From the point of view of the socialised they would be offering -L-

noVel, spontaneous combinations..

Etmirical.Tote.

It is possible to examine the coding of objects from two_perspectives.

, We can analyse the doding_4_evert or visible arrays and we can compare

code with the codings'of covert or invisible arrays (e.g. _drawers;

cupboards, refrigerators,'Vasementd, plosets, handbags, etc.). We can

also compare the coding of verbal messages with the coding of non-verbal

messages. It would be interesting to carry out an empirical study of

standardized spaces, e.g.. L.E.A. housing estates, M.C. subUrEdnI"town"

house estate, Modern bibcks of flatsi formal educational spaces which

vary in their hrchitecturesandin the\edagogy.'

I amiLwellreawarethat the lavatory may not be seen as a space.to-be

specially contriIed and so subject to special regulation in the sense

discussed. Some liVatories are not subject'to the principles I have
\

outlined. Indeed, some may be casually treatelKl. spaces, where pieces
*
of

newspaper may be stuffed behind a convenient pipe, where the door does

not close or lock, where apparatus has low efficiency, and where sound

effects are taken-for-granted events.
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